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ABSTRACT

We present detailed calculations of the prompt spectrum of �-ray bursts (GRBs) predicted within the fireball
model framework, in which emission is due to internal shocks in an expanding relativistic wind. Our time-
dependent numerical model describes cyclo-synchrotron emission and absorption, inverse and direct Compton
scattering, and e� pair production and annihilation (including the evolution of high-energy electromagnetic
cascades). It allows, in particular, a self-consistent calculation of the energy distribution of e� pairs produced
by photon annihilation and hence, a calculation of the spectra resulting when the scattering optical depth due
to pairs, �� , is high. We show that emission peaks at �1 MeV for moderate-to-large �� , reaching �� �102. In
this regime of large compactness we find that (1) a large fraction of shock energy can escape as radiation even
for large �� ; (2) the spectrum depends only weakly on the magnetic field energy fraction; (3) the spectrum is
hard, "2 dN=d" / "� with 0:5 < � < 1, between the self-absorption ("ssa ¼ 100:5�0:5 keV) and peak ("peak ¼
100:5�0:5 MeV) photon energy; (4) the spectrum shows a sharp cutoff at�10MeV; and (5) thermal Comptonization
leads to emission peaking at "peakk30 MeV and cannot, therefore, account for observed GRB spectra. For small
compactness, spectra extend to higher than 10 GeV with flux detectable by GLAST, and the spectrum at low
energy depends on the magnetic field energy fraction. Comparison of the flux at �1 GeV and �100 keV may
therefore allow the determination of the magnetic field strength. For both small and large compactness, the
spectra depend only weakly on the spectral index of the energy distribution of accelerated electrons.

Subject headinggs: gamma rays: bursts — gamma rays: theory — methods: data analysis — methods: numerical —
radiation mechanisms: nonthermal

Online material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that �-ray bursts (GRBs) are produced
by the dissipation of kinetic energy in a highly relativistic
wind, driven by gravitational collapse of a (few) solar mass
object into a neutron star or a black hole (see, e.g., Piran 2000,
Mészáros 2002, and Waxman 2003 for reviews). The prompt
�-ray emission is believed to be produced by synchrotron and
inverse Compton (IC) emission of electrons accelerated to
relativistic energy by internal shocks within the expanding
wind (see, however, Lazzati et al. 2000; Ghisellini et al. 2000).
Synchrotron emission is favored if the fireball is required to
be ‘‘radiatively efficient,’’ i.e., if a significant fraction of the
fireball energy is required to be converted to �-rays.

Over a wide range of model parameters, a large number of
e� pairs are produced in internal collisions, as a result of
annihilation of high-energy photons (e.g., Mészáros & Rees
2000; Guetta et al. 2001). In fact, if the internal shocks occur
at small enough radii, the plasma becomes optically thick and
a second photosphere is formed (Mészáros & Rees 2000;
Mészáros et al. 2002) beyond the photosphere associated with
the electrons initially present in the fireball. As we show here
(x 2.2; see also Guetta et al. 2001), requiring the emission to
be dominated by �1 MeV photons implies, within the fireball
model framework, a moderate-to-large optical depth due to
scattering by pairs. When the scattering optical depth due to
pairs is high, calculation of the emergent spectrum becomes
complicated. Relativistic pairs cool rapidly to mildly relativistic

energy, where their energy distribution is determined by a
balance between emission and absorption of radiation. The
emergent spectrum, which is affected by scattering off the pair
population, depends strongly on the pair energy distribution,
and in particular on the ‘‘effective temperature’’ that charac-
terizes the low end of the energy distribution. The pair energy
distribution is difficult to calculate analytically. Moreover, an-
alytic calculation of the spectrum emerging from the electro-
magnetic cascades initiated by photon annihilation is also
difficult. Therefore, in order to derive the emergent spectrum, a
numerical model is needed (see, e.g., Ghisellini & Celotti 1999;
Zhang & Mészáros 2002).
Emission from steady plasma, where pair production and

annihilation are taken into consideration, was numerically
studied in the past in the context of active galactic nuclei
(AGNs). It was found that thermal plasma, optically thin to
Thomson scattering and characterized by a comoving compact-
ness 10P l 0P103, has a normalized pair temperature � �
kT=mec

2 � 10�2 to 10�1 (Lightman 1982; Svensson 1982b,
1984). The dimensionless compactness parameter l is defined
by l � L�T=Rmec

3, where L is the luminosity and R is a char-
acteristic length of the object. The above result holds also
in a scenario considering injection of high-energy particles,
which lose their energy via IC scattering of low-energy pho-
tons and thermalize before annihilating (Svensson 1987;
Lightman & Zdziarski 1987). The optical depth for scattering
by pairs was found in the above analyses to be 0:1P ��P15.
However, �� strongly depends on the comoving compactness
l 0 and sharply increases beyond these values when the com-
pactness increases beyond 103 (see Lightman & Zdziarski
1987; Svensson 1987). When the scattering optical depth
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�� 31 and �T1, solving the Kompaneets equation gives a
cutoff at normalized photon energy h�=mec

2 ’ 1=�2� (Sunyaev
& Titarchuk 1980).

The results mentioned above are not directly applicable to
GRB plasma. The GRB plasma is rapidly evolving, and steady
state cannot be assumed. For example, the electron distribu-
tion function does not reach thermal equilibrium, even at low
energy (see x 4); because of expansion, the average number of
scatterings a photon undergoes is ��� rather than � 2

� ; the
expansion (and cooling) of plasma electrons has a significant
effect on the photon spectrum when �� is high. Moreover,
significant luminosity at high energies (exceeding the pair
production threshold) is expected because of synchrotron
emission from energetic particles in strong magnetic fields,
B � 105 106 G, typical for GRB shell-shell collision phase, a
phenomenon that was not considered in the analyses men-
tioned above. And last, in the GRB case a nonthermal high-
energy electron population is assumed to be produced, which
leads at large compactness to the formation of a rapid electro-
magnetic cascade, the evolution of which was not considered
in the past.

A numerical calculation of GRB spectra that takes into
consideration creation and annihilation of pairs is compli-
cated. The evolution of electromagnetic cascades initiated by
the annihilation of high-energy photons occurs on a very short
timescale. On the other extreme, evolution of the low-energy,
mildly relativistic pairs, which is governed by synchrotron
self-absorption, direct Compton emission, and IC emission, takes
a much longer time. The large difference in characteristic time-
scales poses a challenge to numeric calculations. For this rea-
son, the only numerical approach so far (Pilla & Loeb 1998)
was based on a Monte Carlo method. This model, however, did
not consider the parameter space region where pairs strongly
affect the spectra. Another challenge to numerical modeling is
that at mildly relativistic energies the usual synchrotron emis-
sion and IC scattering approximations are not valid, and pre-
cise cyclo-synchrotron emission, direct Compton scattering, and
IC scattering calculations are required.

In this work, we consider emission in the fireball model
framework, resulting from internal shocks within an expand-
ing relativistic wind. These shock waves dissipate kinetic
energy and accelerate a population of relativistic electrons. We
adopt the common assumption of a power-law energy distri-
bution of the accelerated particles and calculate the emergent
spectra. We present the results of time-dependent numerical
calculations, considering all the relevant physical processes:
cyclo-synchrotron emission, synchrotron self-absorption, in-
verse and direct Compton scattering, and e� pair production
and annihilation, including the evolution of high-energy elec-
tromagnetic cascades. A full description of the numerical code
will appear in A. Pe’er & E. Waxman (2004, in preparation).

We note that Comptonization by a thermal population of
electrons (and possibly e� pairs) was considered as a possible
mechanism for GRB production (e.g., Ghisellini & Celotti
1999), following the evidence that, at least in some cases, the
GRB spectra at low energy are steeper at early times than
expected for synchrotron emission (Crider et al. 1997; Preece
et al. 2002; Frontera et al. 2000). This model is different from
the common model considered in the previous paragraph in
assuming both that the kinetic energy dissipated in a collision
between two ‘‘shells’’ within the expanding wind is continu-
ously distributed among all shell electrons, rather than being
deposited at any given time into a small fraction of shell
electrons that pass through the shock wave, and also that

energy is equally distributed among electrons, rather than
following a power-law distribution. There is no known ac-
celeration mechanism that leads to the above energy distri-
bution among electrons, and the spectrum predicted in this
scenario does not account for the claimed steep spectra,
which may be naturally explained as a contribution to the
observed �-ray radiation of photospheric fireball emission (e.g.,
Mészáros & Rees 2000). It is nevertheless worthwhile to derive
the spectrum that is expected from thermal Comptonization
under plasma conditions typical to GRB fireballs. This will
allow the determination of whether this process may signifi-
cantly contribute to GRB �-ray emission. Our numerical code
enables an accurate calculation of the pair temperature in this
scenario, as well as a reliable calculation of the emergent
spectrum.

This paper is organized as follows. In x 2.1 we derive the
plasma parameters at the internal shock stage and their de-
pendence on uncertain model parameter values. In x 2.2 it is
shown that moderate-to-large compactness is expected for the
parameter range in which emission peaks at �1 MeV, and
approximate analytic results describing the emission in this
regime are given. Our numerical methods are briefly presented
in x 3; a detailed description of the model will be found in
A. Pe’er & E. Waxman (2004, in preparation). Our numerical
results for the scenario of acceleration of particles in shock
waves are presented in x 4. In x 5 we present both analytical
and numeric calculations of the spectra resulting from thermal
Comptonization. We summarize and conclude our discussion
in x 6, with special emphasis on observational implications.

2. PLASMA PARAMETERS AND LARGE
COMPACTNESS BEHAVIOR

Variability in the Lorentz factor of the relativistic wind
emitted by the GRB progenitor leads to the formation of shock
waves within the expanding wind at radii larger than the un-
derlying source size. If we denote with � the characteristic
wind Lorentz factor and assume variations ��=� � 1 on
timescale �t, shocks develop at radius ri � 2�2c�t ¼ 5:4 ;
1011�2

2:5�t�4 cm. For ��=� � 1 the shocks are mildly rela-
tivistic in the wind frame. For our calculations, we consider a
collision between two uniform shells of thickness c�t, in
which two mildly relativistic (�s � 1�1 in the wind frame)
shocks are formed, one propagating forward into the slower
shell ahead, and one propagating backward (in the wind
frame) into the faster shell behind. The comoving shell width,
measured in the shell rest frame, is �R ¼ �c�t, and the
comoving dynamical time, the characteristic time for shock
crossing and shell expansion measured in the shell rest frame,
is tdyn ¼ ��t.

Under these assumptions, the shocked plasma conditions
are determined by six model parameters. Three are related to
the underlying source: the total luminosity L ¼ 1052L52 ergs s�1,
the Lorentz factor of the shocked plasma � ¼ 102:5�2:5, and the
variability time �t ¼ 10�4�t�4 s. Three additional param-
eters are related to the collisionless-shock microphysics: the
fraction of postshock thermal energy carried by electrons �e ¼
10�0:5�e;�0:5, that carried by magnetic field �B ¼ 10�0:5�B;�0:5,
and the power-law index of the accelerated electrons energy
distribution d log ne=d log "e ¼ �p. In the following calcu-
lations spherical geometry is assumed. However, the results
are valid also for a jetlike GRB, provided that the jet opening
angle � > ��1 (in which case L should be regarded as the
isotropic equivalent luminosity).
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In x 2.1 we derive the characteristic values of plasma
parameters obtained under the adopted model assumptions, as
well as the characteristic synchrotron and self-absorption
frequencies. Since, as we show in x 2.2, the compactness
parameter is related to the optical depths for both pair pro-
duction and scattering by pairs, emission from plasma char-
acterized by small compactness is well approximated by the
optically thin synchrotron self-Compton emission model. This
model, however, ceases to be valid for large values of the
compactness. In x 2.2 we give an approximate analysis of the
emission of radiation from plasma of moderate-to-large
compactness.

2.1. Plasma Parameters

With �p denoting the average proton internal energy (as-
sociated with random motion) in the shocked plasma, mea-
sured in units of the proton’s rest mass, the comoving proton
density in the shocked plasma is given by

np �
L

4�r2i c�
2�pmpc2

¼ 6:7 ; 1014L52�
�6
2:5�t�2

�4�
�1
p cm�3: ð1Þ

For mildly relativistic shocks, �p � 1 and is limited within the
fireball model framework to �pP a few, since the Lorentz
factors of the internal shocks cannot be larger than a few. This
is due to the fact that the Lorentz factors of colliding shells
cannot differ by significantly more than an order of magni-
tude: shells’ Lorentz factors are limited to the range of �100
to a few thousand, where the lower limit of �100 is set by the
requirement to avoid too large an optical depth, and the upper
limit of few times 103 is due to the fact that shells cannot be
accelerated by the radiation pressure to Lorentz factors3103

(e.g., x 2.3 in Waxman 2003).
A fraction �B of the internal energy density uint ¼

L= 4�r2i c�
2

� �
is assumed to be carried by the magnetic field,

implying that

B ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�BL

2�6c3�t 2

r
¼ 2:9 ; 106L1=252 �

1=2
B;�0:5�

�3
2:5�t�1

�4 G: ð2Þ

Equating the particle acceleration time, tacc ’ "= cqBð Þ, and the
synchrotron cooling time, tcool; sync, gives the maximum Lorentz
factor of the accelerated electrons, �max ¼ (3=2)mec

2 q3Bð Þ�1=2¼
6:9 ; 104L�1=4

52 �
�1=4
B;�0:5�

3=2
2:5�t

1=2
�4 , and the maximum observed en-

ergy of the synchrotron-emitted photons,

"obmax ¼ f
3

2

qB

mec
�2
max

�

1þ z
¼ 7 ; 1010(1þ z)�1�2:5 eV: ð3Þ

The minimum Lorentz factor of the power law–accelerated
electrons, given by

�min ¼
�e�p

mp

me

� �
log�1 "e;max

"e;min

� �
; p ¼ 2;

�e�p
mp

me

� �
p� 2

p� 1
; p > 2;

8>>><
>>>:

ð4Þ

is much larger than �c, the Lorentz factor of electrons that cool
on a timescale equal to the dynamical timescale, which is
�c � 1.

For a typical value of log "e;max="e;min

� �
’ 7, synchrotron

emission from the least energetic electrons peaks at

"obpeak ¼

105(1þ z)�1L
1=2
52 �2e;�0:5�

1=2
B;�0:5�

�2
2:5�t�1

�4�
2
p eV; p ¼ 2;

5:5 ; 106
p� 2

p� 1

� �2

(1þ z)�1

; L1=252 �2e;�0:5�
1=2
B;�0:5�

�2
2:5�t�1

�4�
2
p eV; p > 2:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð5Þ

The self-absorption optical depth �� ¼ ���c�t, calculated
using the absorption coefficient

�� ¼

1:3 ; 1041��3L252�
�12
2:5 �e;�0:5�B;�0:5�t�4

�4 cm�1; p ¼ 2;

1:3 ; 1051��7=2L
9=4
52 �

�27=2
2:5

; �2e;�0:5�
5=4
B;�0:5�t

�9=2
�4 cm�1; p ¼ 3

8>><
>>:

ð6Þ

(Rybicki & Lightman 1979), is less than 1 at "peak,

�ssa;peak ¼
0:23L

1=2
52 ��5

e;�0:5�
�1=2
B;�0:5�

�2
2:5�

�6
p ; p ¼ 2;

8:5 ; 10�4L
1=2
52 ��5

e;�0:5�
�1=2
B;�0:5�

�2
2:5�

�7
p ; p ¼ 3:

8<
: ð7Þ

If the fraction of thermal energy carried by the magnetic
field is very small, �B � 10�5L�1

52 �
5
2:5�t�4�

�1
e;0:5, the electrons

are in the slow cooling regime (i.e., �min < �c), the power radi-
ated per unit energy below "peak is proportional to ("="peak)

1=3,
and the energy below which the optical depth becomes greater
than 1, "ssa ¼ "peak�

3=5
ssa;peak, is

"obssa ¼

5 ; 103(1þ z)�1L
4=5
52 ��1

e;�0:5�
1=5
B;�5

; ��16=5
2:5 �t�1

�4�
�8=5
p eV; p ¼ 2;

2:5 ; 103(1þ z)�1L
4=5
52 ��1

e;�0:5�
1=5
B;�5

; ��16=5
2:5 �t�1

�4�
�11=5
p eV; p ¼ 3:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð8Þ

When cooling is important (�min > �c), as is the case for typ-
ical fireball parameters, the electron energy distribution, and
hence the self-absorption frequency, are modified. As we show
below (x 4), for large compactness the energy distribution of
electrons and pairs is quasi-Maxwellian. For a thermal distri-
bution of electrons and positrons, with normalized temperature
� � kT=mec

2 and normalized pair density f � n�=np, the self-
absorption frequency �t is approximated by (using the results
of Mahadevan et al. 1996 for cyclo-synchrotron emission)

�t ¼ 5 ; 1014L0:652 �
0:45
B;�0:5�

�10=3
2:5 �t�1

�4��1 f
1=6
1 Hz; ð9Þ

where � ¼ 0:1��1 and f ¼ 10 f1. This result is accurate to
better than 10% for parameters in the ranges 0:001 < L52 < 10,
0:01 < �B � 0:33, 100 < � < 1000, 0:1 < � < 5, and 1� f <
100. The values of � and f were found numerically (x 4) to
be within these limits for a wide range of parameters that
characterize GRBs. Therefore,

�obssa;thermal ¼ h�t�(1þ z)�1

� 600(1þ z)�1L0:652 �
0:45
B;�0:5�

�7=3
2:5 �t�1

�4��1 f
1=6
1 eV:

ð10Þ
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2.2. Largge-Compactness Behavvior

The comoving compactness parameter l 0 is defined as
l 0 ¼ �Rn 0��T, where �R ¼ ctdyn is the comoving width and
n0� ¼ �eL=(4�mec

3�2r2i ) is the comoving number density of
photons with energy exceeding the electron’s rest mass, "ph �
mec

2 (in the plasma rest frame). Only these photons are of
interest, as their number density determines the number den-
sity of the produced pairs. In deriving the last equation, a
mean photon energy (in the comoving frame) of h"phi � mec

2

is assumed. This assumption is valid as long as the spectral
index � ("2dN=d" / "� ) is not significantly different from 0,
and it leads to

l 0 ¼ �eL�T

16�mec4�
5�t

¼ 250L52�e;�0:5�
�5
2:5�t�1

�4

¼ 520
1þ z

2
"obpeak;1 MeV

� �2

�t�2�
�1
2:5�

�3
e;�0:5�

�1
B;�0:5�

�4
p;0:5: ð11Þ

Here �p ¼ 100:5�p;0:5 and�t ¼ 10�2�t�2 s. Equation (11) also
implies, using equation (5), that

"obpeak ¼ 0:3
2

1þ z
l
02=5
2 L

1=10
52 �t

�3=5
�2 �

8=5
e;�0:5�

1=2
B;�0:5�

2
p;0:5 MeV;

ð12Þ

where l 0 ¼ 102l 02. Equation (12) implies that emission peaking
at �1 MeV may be obtained with small compactness, l 0 � 1,
only for very short variability time, �t �10�4:5 s, and, using
equation (11), large �, � � 103. For the longer variability time
commonly assumed in modeling GRBs (�t � 1–10 ms; e.g.,
Piran 2000; Mészáros 2002; Waxman 2003), l 0 31 is ob-
tained for the parameter range in which synchrotron emission
peaks at �1 MeV. The main goal of the present analysis is to
examine the modification of the spectrum due to the formation
of pairs in GRB plasma of moderate-to-large compactness.

The following point should be noted here. The variability
time�t in the range of �1–10 ms is commonly adopted, since
�1 ms variability has been observed in some bursts (Bhat et al.
1992; Fishman et al. 1994), and most bursts show variability
on a �10 ms timescale (Woods & Loeb 1995; Walker et al.
2000). It should be kept in mind, however, that variability on
much shorter timescales would not have been possible to re-
solve experimentally and cannot therefore be ruled out.

Large l 0 implies large optical depth to photon-photon pair
production, ��� � l 0 > 1, and also large optical depth to
Thomson scattering by pairs, �� . In the absence of pair anni-
hilation, �� � 2l 0. For l 0 31, �� is expected to be large, im-
plying also that pair annihilation is important, since the cross
section for pair annihilation is similar to �T [v�� (v) � c�T for
subrelativistic relative velocity v]. The optical depth �� may
be estimated in this case as follows. As we show in x 4, pho-
tons and pairs approach in the case of l 0 31 a quasi-thermal
distribution with mildly relativistic effective temperature (or
characteristic energy), �mec

2 with �T1. Under these con-
ditions, the production of pairs via photon annihilation, which
for l 0 31 occurs on a timescale much shorter than the dy-
namical time and may therefore be approximated as the rate of
energy production (per unit volume) in more than mec

2 pho-
tons, ~ �eL=4�r

2
i �

2c
� ��

mec
2tdyn

� �
, is balanced by pair anni-

hilation, the rate of which is given by �n2�c�T. This implies
that n� � l 01=2=�Tctdyn and

�� � l 01=2: ð13Þ

If synchrotron photons (of energy lower than the pair pro-
duction threshold �mec

2) and pairs reach a quasi-thermal
distribution via Compton and IC scattering interactions, then
the pair ‘‘effective temperature’’ may be estimated as follows.
The energy of low-energy photons is increased over a dy-
namical time by a factor ’exp 4���ð Þ (note that, as a result
of plasma expansion, the number of scatterings is �� , rather
than �2� ). The energy "0 of the lowest energy photons that
reach ‘‘thermalization’’ is therefore given by "0 exp 4���ð Þ �
�mec

2. Assuming that "0 > "peak and that the synchrotron spec-
trum is flat, "2dN=d" / "0, the average energy per photon for
synchrotron photons in the energy range "0 < " < mec

2 is
’"0 log mec

2="0ð Þ. Since the number of photons is conserved
in Compton scattering interactions, and since the number of
pairs is much smaller than the number of photons (�� � l 01=2),
conservation of energy implies that "0 log mec

2="0ð Þ ’ �mec
2.

Using the relation "0 exp (4���) � �mec
2, we therefore find

4��� � log 4��� � log (�)½ �, which implies 4��� � 2 over a
wide range of values of �� 31. The observed effective tem-
perature, ��, is therefore

(1þ z)�1��mec
2 � (1þ z)�1 �

2 l 0ð Þ1=2
mec

2

¼ 5
2

1þ z

L52�e;�0:5

�t�4

� �1=5

l 02
� ��7=10

MeV:

ð14Þ

For large optical depth, �� 3 1, the plasma expands before
photons escape. Assuming that the electrons and photons cool
‘‘adiabatically,’’ i.e., that the characteristic energy of escaping
photons � /V�1=3, where V is the specific volume, is lower
than given by equation (14) by a factor of �

�1=2
� (since the op-

tical depth falls off as V�2=3). The observed characteristic pho-
ton energy is therefore

"ob � (1þ z)�1 ��mec
2

�
1=2
�

� (1þ z)�1 �

2 l 0ð Þ3=4
mec

2

¼ 2
2

1þ z

L52�e;�0:5

�t�4

� �1=5
l 02
� ��19=20

MeV:

ð15Þ

In the limit of l 0 ! 1 we expect the plasma to reach
thermal equilibrium. Assuming that the fraction of dissipated
kinetic energy carried by electrons is converted to thermal
radiation, the resulting (blueshifted) radiation temperature is

�T ¼ 0:1 1þ zð Þ�1
l
01=10
2 L

3=20
52 �t

�2=5
�4 �

�1=10
e;�0:5 MeV: ð16Þ

3. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

3.1. Method

The acceleration of particles in the internal shock waves is
accompanied by time-dependent radiative processes, which
are coupled to each other. In order to follow the emergent
spectra we developed a time-dependent model, solving the
kinetic equations describing cyclo-synchrotron emission, syn-
chrotron self-absorption, Compton scattering (e� ! e�), and
pair production (eþe� ! ��) and annihilation (�� ! eþe�).
Our model follows the above-mentioned phenomena over a
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wide range of energy scales, including the evolution of the
rapid electromagnetic cascade at high energies.

The calculations are carried out in the comoving frame,
assuming homogeneous and isotropic distributions of both
particles and photons in this frame. Relativistic electrons are
continuously injected into the plasma at a constant rate and
with a predetermined constant power-law index p between
�min and �max (see eq. [4]) throughout the dynamical time,
during which the shock waves cross the colliding shells.
Above �max, an exponential cutoff is assumed. The magnetic
field is assumed to be time-independent, given by equation (2).

The particle distributions are discretized, spanning a to-
tal of 10 decades of energy (�	min ¼ 10�3 to �	max ¼ 107).
The photon bins span 14 decades of energy, from xmin �
"min=mec

2 ¼ 10�8 to xmax � "max=mec
2 ¼ 106. A fixed time

step is chosen, typically 10�4:5 times the dynamical time. Nu-
merical integration, using a Cranck-Nickolson second-order
scheme for synchrotron self-absorption and first-order integra-
tion scheme for the other processes, is carried out with this
fixed time step. At each time step we calculate (1) the energy-
loss time of electrons and positrons at various energies (via
cyclo-synchrotron emission and IC scattering, taking into ac-
count the fact that low-energy electrons can gain energy via
direct Compton scattering); (2) the annihilation time of elec-
trons and positrons; and (3) the annihilation and energy-loss
time of photons. Electrons, positrons, and photons for which
the energy-loss time or annihilation time is smaller than the
fixed time step are assumed to lose all their energy in a single
time step, producing secondaries that are treated as a source
of lower energy particles. The calculation is repeated with
shorter time steps, until convergence is reached.

In the calculations, the exact cross sections for each phys-
ical phenomenon, valid at all energy ranges, are being used.
Calculations of the reaction rate and emergent photon spec-
trum from Compton scattering follow the exact treatment of
Jones (1968). Pair production rate and the spectrum of the
emergent pairs are calculated using the results of Bötcher &
Schlickeiser (1997). Pair annihilation calculations are carried
out using the exact cross section first derived by Svensson
(1982a). The power emitted by an electron with an arbitrary
Lorentz factor � in a magnetic field is calculated using the
cyclo-synchrotron emission pattern (see Bekefi 1966; Ginzburg
& Syrovatskii 1969; Mahadevan et al. 1996).

A full description of the physical processes, the kinetic
equations solved, and the numerical methods used will appear
in A. Pe’er & E. Waxman (2004, in preparation).

3.2. Adiabatic Expansion

Once the two shocks cross the colliding shells, the dissi-
pation of kinetic energy ceases, and the compressed shells
expand and cool. The thermal energy carried by protons,
electrons (positrons), and the magnetic field decreases and is
converted back into kinetic energy. If the scattering optical
depth at the end of the dynamical time is small, photons es-
cape the shells and the energy they carry is ‘‘lost’’ from the
plasma. If the optical depth is large, then photons interact with
the expanding electrons and positrons, and this interaction
affects the emerging spectrum. Since the plasma is collision-
less and particles are coupled through macroscopic electro-
magnetic waves, the details of the conversion of thermal to
kinetic energy are unknown. For relativistic plasma at ther-
mal equilibrium undergoing adiabatic expansion, the pressure
is inversely proportional to V 4=3, where V is the volume. We
assume that the plasma expands in the comoving frame with

velocity comparable to the adiabatic sound speed, c=
ffiffiffi
3

p
, that

B / V�2=3 / t�2, and that electrons and positrons lose en-
ergy because of expansion at a rate d"=" ¼ �dV=3V .
Since our numerical model is spatially ‘‘zero-dimensional,’’

we calculate the evolution of the photon and particle spectrum
in the scenario outlined in the previous paragraph, assuming a
uniform isotropic particle and photon distribution. This cal-
culation does not take into account the energy loss of photons
due to the bulk expansion velocity of the electrons, which
implies that photons are more likely to collide with electrons
that move away from (rather than toward) them. In order to
estimate the effect of this energy loss, we have carried out
the following calculations.
We have calculated, using a Monte Carlo technique, the

evolution of the momentum of a monoenergetic beam of
photons emitted at the center of an expanding spherical ball
of thermal electron plasma until they escape. The plasma
ball was assumed to expand with radial velocity v(r) ¼
r=R(t)½ �c=

ffiffiffi
3

p
, where R(t) is the ball radius, and its temperature

was assumed to decrease as � / R�1 from an initial value of
� ¼ 0:1. The emergent photon spectrum is shown in Figure 1
for three different initial photon energies, "0=mec

2 ¼ 10�8,
10�2, and 104, and two initial scattering optical depths, � ¼ 10
and 25. We repeated these calculations, omitting the energy
loss of the photons due to the bulk motion of the electrons, by
assuming v ¼ 0 (while keeping the ball expansion and tem-
perature decrease unchanged). Figure 2 shows the ratio of the
average energy of emerging photos with and without inclusion
of energy loss to bulk motion for several initial optical depths,
as a function of the initial photon energy. This figure dem-
onstrates that the effect of energy loss to bulk expansion is not
highly dependent on the initial photon energy and that it leads
to reduction of photon energy by a factor of �3 for initial
optical depths in the range of 10–100.
In the numerical calculations presented in xx 4 and 5 we

have corrected for the effect of energy loss due to bulk motion

Fig. 1.—Monte Carlo calculations of photon spectra emerging following
the injection of monoenergetic photons at the center of an adiabatically
expanding sphere of electrons with initial temperature � � kT=mec

2 ¼ 0:1
(see x 3.2). Top: Initial scattering optical depth � ¼ 10; bottom: � ¼ 25.
Results are shown for several initial photon energies (normalized to mec

2):
"0 ¼ 10�8 (left, thin lines), "0 ¼ 10�2 (middle, thick lines), and "0 ¼ 104

(right, thin lines). Solid lines show the results of complete calculations, while
dashed lines show results of calculations in which energy loss of photons due
to the bulk motion of electrons is neglected. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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by multiplying the emerging photon energy by the (energy-
dependent) factor inferred from the calculations presented in
Figure 2. This correction is applied for photons of energy
exceeding the self-absorption energy "ssa at the beginning of
the expansion phase. For photons of energy lower than the
self-absorption energy "̃ssa at the end of the expansion phase,
where the optical depth drops to unity, we have applied no
correction. This is due to the fact that photons at these energies
are tightly coupled to the electrons, that they are continuously
emitted and absorbed, and that this coupling is the dominant
factor determining the photons’ energy. Note that the self-
absorption energy decreases during the adiabatic expansion as
the density and the magnetic field decrease. At the interme-

diate energy range, "ssa to "̃ssa, we have applied an interpolated
correction factor.

Figure 3 presents an example of the modification of the
spectrum due to bulk expansion. Since the fractional energy
loss is not strongly energy dependent, the correction we apply
does not lead to significant distortion of the spectrum. Note,
however, that since we do not take into account the spread in
the energy of emerging photons that initially had the same
energy (see Fig. 1), but rather apply a single correction factor
appropriate for the average energy of emerging photons, the
emerging spectrum would in reality be somewhat ‘‘smeared’’
compared to our calculation. In particular, the annihilation
peak that appears at �100 MeV is expected to be ‘‘smoothed.’’

4. RESULTS

We have shown in x 2.2 that l 0 31 is obtained for the pa-
rameter range in which synchrotron emission in the fireball
model peaks at �1 MeV (see eq. [12]). In this section we
present detailed numerical calculations investigating the emis-
sion of radiation at moderate-to-large compactness (for com-
pleteness, we present in x 4.1 numerical results also for low
compactness). We have demonstrated in x 2.2 that for large
compactness the characteristics of emitted radiation are deter-
mined mainly by l 0, with weak dependence on the values of
other parameters (see, e.g., eq. [15]). The results presented in
xx 4.3 and 4.2 for particular choices of parameter values (e.g.,
�t ¼ 10�3 and 10�4 s) with l 0 � 102–103 are therefore ex-
pected to characterize the emission also for other choices of
parameters with similar values of l 0.

4.1. Low Compactness

Figure 4 shows spectra obtained for low compactness,
l 0P3. Synchrotron self-absorption results in a quasi-thermal
spectrum at low energies, below "ssa � 100 eV 1 keV. Be-
tween "ssa and "peak � 10 100 keV, the spectral index is
softer than expected for synchrotron emission only: �F� / ��

Fig. 2.—Ratio of the average energy of photons emerging from an
expanding sphere (see Fig. 1) with and without inclusion of energy loss to
bulk motion. Results shown for several initial optical depths: � ¼ 10 (solid
line), 25 (dashed line), and 100 (dash-dotted line). [See the electronic edition
of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 3.—Effect of adiabatic expansion on emergent spectra for large
compactness (l 0 ¼ 250): Dotted line: Spectrum at the end of the dynamical
time (before adiabatic expansion); dashed line: spectrum after adiabatic ex-
pansion; solid line: spectrum after correction for energy loss due to plasma
bulk motion (see x 3.2). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color
version of this figure.]

Fig. 4.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for low compactness. Results are
shown for L ¼ 1052 ergs, �e ¼ �B ¼ 10�0:5, p ¼ 3 (all cases) and �t ¼ 10�2 s,
� ¼ 300 (solid line); �t ¼ 10�3 s, � ¼ 600 (dashed line); and �t ¼ 10�4 s,
� ¼ 1000 (dash-dotted line). The compactness parameter is l 0 ¼ 2:5, 0.8,
and 0.6, respectively. Luminosity distance dL ¼ 2 ; 1028 and z ¼ 1 were as-
sumed. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this
figure.]
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with �� 0:3 rather than �� 0:5. The reason for this de-
viation is related to the particle population, presented in Fig-
ure 5. The self-absorption phenomenon causes particles to
accumulate at low-to-intermediate energies, forming a quasi-
Maxwellian distribution with temperature �� 0:5. Therefore,
above this energy, the electron spectral index is somewhat
softer than the spectral index expected without the self-
absorption phenomenon (dne=d"e / "�2:4

e , instead of dne=d"e /
"�2
e ), resulting in a steeper slope above "ssa.
Between "peak � 10 100 keV and 10 MeV the spectral

slope, ���0:3, is harder than expected (� ¼ �0:5 for
p ¼ 3:0) because of significant IC emission. The combined
effects of a relatively soft spectrum at low energies and the
cooling of particles by both synchrotron emission and

Compton scattering lead to the creation of a very soft spec-
trum (�� 0:1) near the IC peak at high energies (3–30 GeV).
It is therefore concluded that for low compactness, l 0P3, and
�B ’ �e, the spectrum expected at all energy bands between
�100 eV and 30 GeV is flat, with a spectral index that varies
in the range �0:3P�Pþ 0:3.
The flattening of the spectrum due to both synchrotron and

IC scattering decreases the dependence on p. As presented in
Figure 6, for p ¼ 2:0 the flux rises slowly in all energy bands
because of IC scattering, while for p ¼ 2:5 it is nearly constant
in the 1 keV–1 GeV range.
The dependence of the spectrum on the magnetic field

equipartition fraction is shown in Figure 7, which demon-
strates that comparison of the fluxes at 1 GeV and 100 keV
may allow the determination of the value of �B.

4.2. Higgh Compactness

Figure 8 presents results for large compactness. When the
compactness is large enough, Compton scattering by pairs
becomes the dominant emission mechanism. The spectrum
cannot be approximated in this case by the commonly used
optically thin synchrotron self-Compton model. As demon-
strated in Figure 5, electrons and positrons lose their energy
much faster than the dynamical timescale, and quasi-
Maxwellian distribution with an effective temperature � ’
0:05 0:1 is formed. The energy gain of the low-energy
electrons by direct Compton scattering results in a spectrum
steeper than Maxwellian at the low-energy end, indicating that
a steady state did not develop. As shown in Figure 9, the
electron distribution approaches a Maxwellian at the end of
the adiabatic expansion. The self-absorption frequency "obssa �
3 10 keV before the adiabatic expansion (see Fig. 3) is well
approximated by equation (10), valid for thermal distribution
of electrons.
The ratio of pair to proton number densities at the end of

the dynamical time is f � n�=np ’ 10 in the calculations
shown in Figure 8, in agreement with the analytical approx-
imations of x 2.2. This ratio is determined by the balance
between pair production and pair annihilation and leads to

Fig. 5.—Particle distribution at the end of the dynamical time. Thick solid
line: �t ¼ 10�4 s, p ¼ 3:0, � ¼ 300, l 0 ¼ 250; thin solid line: �t ¼ 10�4 s,
p ¼ 3:0, � ¼ 1000, l 0 ¼ 0:6. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.
Solid lines: Electron distribution; dash-dotted lines: positron distribution. The
dotted lines show Maxwellian distributions at temperatures � � kT=mec

2 ¼
0:08 (thick line) and � ¼ 0:5 (thin line). [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 6.—Dependence of spectra on the power-law index p of accelerated
electrons for low compactness. Results are shown for �t ¼ 10�2 s;� ¼ 300,
l 0 ¼ 2:5, and p ¼ 2:0 (solid line), 2.5 (dotted line), and 3.0 (dashed line). All
other parameters are the same as in Fig. 4. Spectra depend only weakly on p.
[See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 7.—Dependence on the fraction of thermal energy carried by magnetic
field, �B, for low compactness. Results are shown for �t ¼ 10�3 s, � ¼ 600,
l 0 ¼ 0:8, and �B ¼ 0:33 (solid line), 10�2 (dashed line), and 10�4 (dotted line).
All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 4. The ratio of fluxes at 1 GeVand
0.1 MeV is a good indicator for the ratio �B : �e. [See the electronic edition
of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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optical depth �� ’ l 01=2 (Fig. 10), in accordance with the
predictions of x 2.2. Pair annihilation creates the peak at
�mec

2 � 102�2:5 MeV for large compactness.
An intermediate number of scatterings, �� P 20, as is the

case for �t ¼ 10�4 s (Figs. 3 and 10), leads to moderate value
of the Compton y-parameter. If the electron distribution is
approximated as a Maxwellian with temperature � � 0:1 (see
Fig. 5), the Compton y-parameter, y ’ 4�� � 4��1�1 is not
much higher than 1. In this scenario, the number of scatterings
is not large enough to create a �F� / �1 spectrum, expected

when Comptonization is the dominant emission mechanism
(note that the observed spectral indices at 1–10 keV reported
by Crider et al. 1997; Frontera et al. 2000 and Preece et al.
2002 are even harder than this value). The resulting spectrum
obeys �F� / �� with � � 0:5 between "ssa � 3 10 keV and
"peak � 10 MeV. For �t ¼10�5 s, the optical depth is ���
60 and the Compton y-parameter is higher, y � 25, resulting
in a steeper slope. However, even in this scenario the slope
is � � 0:7 and not the limiting value, � ¼ 1.

Since the dominant emission mechanism is Compton scat-
tering by the quasi-thermally distributed particles, the spec-
trum is independent of most of the physical parameters related
to particle acceleration. As is seen in Figure 11, the spectra

Fig. 8.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for high compactness. Results are
shown for L ¼ 1052 ergs, �e ¼ �B ¼ 10�0:5, p ¼ 3 (all cases) and �t ¼ 10�4 s,
� ¼ 300 (solid line); and �t ¼ 10�5 s, � ¼ 300 (dashed line). The com-
pactness parameter is l 0 ¼ 250 and 2500, respectively. The scattering optical
depth at the end of the dynamical time is 13 and 56, respectively. The peaks
observed at �80 MeV result from pair annihilation. Luminosity distance
dL ¼ 2 ; 1028 and z ¼ 1 were assumed. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 9.—Electron energy distribution before and after the adiabatic ex-
pansion phase, for �t ¼ 10�4 s, p ¼ 3:0, � ¼ 300, and l 0 ¼ 250 (and all other
parameters the same as in Fig. 4). Thick line: Distribution at the end of the
dynamical time; thin line: distribution at the end of the adiabatic expansion.
The dotted line shows a Maxwellian distribution with temperature � �
kT=mec

2 � 0:08. The particle distribution approaches Maxwellian only at the
end of the adiabatic expansion phase. [See the electronic edition of the Journal
for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 10.—Energy-dependent optical depths for pair production and scat-
tering. Solid lines: �t ¼ 10�5 s, p ¼ 3:0, � ¼ 300, and l 0 ¼ 2500; dashed
lines: �t ¼ 10�4 s, p ¼ 3:0, � ¼ 300, and l 0 ¼ 250; dash-dotted lines:
�t ¼ 10�4 s, p ¼ 3:0, � ¼ 1000, and l 0 ¼ 0:6. All other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 4. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version
of this figure.]

Fig. 11.—Dependence of spectra on the power-law index p of accelerated
electrons and on the fraction of thermal energy carried by magnetic field, �B,
for high compactness. Results shown for �t ¼ 10�4 s, � ¼ 300, l 0 ¼ 250 and
p ¼ 2:0, �B ¼ 0:33 (solid line); p ¼ 3:0, �B ¼ 0:33 (dashed line); and p ¼ 2:0,
�B ¼ 0:01 (dash-dotted line). All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.
Spectra depend only weakly on p and �B. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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do not depend on the power-law index of the accelerated
electrons. The dependence on �B is weak; a smaller �B gives
a steeper slope between 1 keV–10 MeV.

If l 0 is large, the flux is rising up to 1 MeV, regardless of the
value of p. Therefore, observing a decrease in the flux be-
tween 30 keV and 1 MeV indicates both that p > 2 and that
l 0P3.

4.3. Intermediate Compactness

For l 0 in the range of a few to a few tens, synchrotron
emission and Compton scattering equally contribute to the
observed radiation. Here too, the spectrum cannot be ap-
proximated by simple analytic formulation. Figure 12 shows
several examples of spectra obtained for moderate l 0.

Even though a significant number of pairs are created,
f � 10 for the three scenarios presented in Figure 12, the
optical depth for scattering is approximately 1, and the self-
absorption frequency is "ssa � 1 keV. Although the number of
scatterings is not large, it is sufficient for increasing the energy
at which the spectrum peaks by about a factor of 3 above the
synchrotron model prediction, leading to "peak � 500 keV for
�e and �B near equipartition. Lower �B leads to higher "peak,
while lower �e leads to lower "peak.

The spectral slope in the 1 keV–1 MeV range is soft,
� ’ 0:3, instead of the expected value of �� 0:5, similar to the
spectra produced for small l 0, for similar reasons. Figure 13
shows that the exact power law of the accelerated electrons
has only a minor influence on the observed spectra.

A significant flux is expected up to k1 GeV. Unlike in the
scenario of very small l 0, the flux decreases above "peak, and
no second peak due to IC scattering from high-energy elec-
trons is formed. This phenomenon is due to pair production,
which cuts off the flux above the energies at which such a peak
would form, �1 GeV. Therefore, the main characteristics of
spectra produced by intermediate values of l 0 are a moderate
increase in the flux in the 1 keV to 1 MeV energy bands, a
moderate decrease in the flux in the 1 MeV to 1 GeV band,
and a sharp cutoff above this energy.

5. QUASI-THERMAL COMPTONIZATION

We consider in this section the quasi-thermal Comptoniza-
tion scenario proposed by Ghisellini & Celotti (1999). This
model is different from the one considered in the previous
section in that (1) we assume that the kinetic energy dissipated
in two-shell collision is continuously distributed among all
shell electrons, rather than being deposited at any given time
into a small fraction of the shell electrons that pass through the
shock wave, and (2) we assume that energy is equally dis-
tributed among electrons, rather than following a power-law
distribution. In this case, no highly relativistic electrons are
produced, and Comptonization is the main mechanism re-
sponsible for emission above a few keV: synchrotron emission
is self-absorbed up to frequency �t , providing the seed pho-
tons for Comptonization to create a �F� / �1 spectrum up to
"peak. We derive here the constraints on the peak flux energy
"peak in this scenario, both analytically and numerically.
Figure 14 presents numerical results obtained for this sce-

nario. The calculations were carried out using a modified
version of the numerical model, in which electrons and
positrons are forced to follow a Maxwellian distribution,
n(�) d� / 	�2e��=� d�. The temperature �(t) is determined
self-consistently by the balance of energy injection and en-
ergy loss. The results are shown for two representative cases
in Figure 14. In both cases, electrons and positrons reach
a mildly relativistic temperature, � � 0:3, and the spectrum
peaks at "peak � 30 MeV. The spectral slope below "peak is
� � 0:5 (�F� / �� ) for �t ¼ 10�3 s, where �� � 2, and � �
1 for � t ¼ 10�4 s, where �� �10. In the former case, the
scattering optical depth, �� � 2, is not large enough to pro-
duce the � ’ 1 spectrum expected for �� 3 1. We show be-
low, using analytic analysis, that "peakk 30 MeV is a generic
result of the thermal Comptonization scenario.
In an expanding plasma characterized by width �R, the

available time for scattering is �R=c and the time between
scattering is hli=c, where hli is the mean free path. Therefore,
the number of scatterings, N � �R=hli, is proportional to � ,
and the Compton y-parameter is given by

y ¼ 4�� ¼ 4��R�Tnp f ¼ 4��c�t�Tnp f : ð17Þ

Fig. 12.—Time-averaged flux obtained for intermediate compactness. Solid
line: �t ¼ 10�3 s, � ¼ 300; dashed line: �t ¼ 10�3 s, � ¼ 400; dash-dotted
line: �t ¼ 10�4 s, � ¼ 600. All the other fireball model parameters are the
same as in Fig. 4. The compactness parameter is l 0 ¼ 25, 6, and 8, respec-
tively. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this
figure.]

Fig. 13.—Dependence of spectra on the power-law index p of accelerated
electrons for intermediate compactness. Results shown for �t ¼ 10�3 s,
� ¼ 300, l 0 ¼ 25, and p ¼ 2:0 (solid line), 2.5 (dotted line), and 3.0 (dashed
line). All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 4. [See the electronic edition
of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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The synchrotron spectrum is well approximated by blackbody
radiation up to frequency �t , given in equation (9). Thus, the
observed luminosity is given by

L

�2
¼ e yLsync ¼ e y 8�

3
mer

2
i ��

3
t ; ð18Þ

and the observed emission peaks at

"obpeak ¼ e yh�t�: ð19Þ

In the following calculation, we assume that e yh�t� is not
larger than the saturation value of "obpeak, 4��mec

2. If this is
not the case, for � ¼ 102:5, � � 10�3 is needed in order to ob-
tain "obpeak � 1 MeV. Since y > a few is required, this value of
� implies a very large optical depth, � � 103. Such a large
value is not obtained for parameter values relevant for GRB
fireballs and would lead to strong suppression of emitted
radiation.

Assuming that "obpeak is given by equation (19), since � � 1,
in order to get y > a few photons have to undergo a minimum
number of scatterings, i.e., � k a few. For a minimum value of
� ¼ 100:5�0:5, with � ¼ �R�Tnp f , f is given by

f ¼ 4L�1
52 �t�4�0:5: ð20Þ

Eliminating ey from equations (18) and (19) using equation (9),
� is given by

� ¼ 1:7f �1=9L
�2=30
52 ��0:3

B;�0:5 "obpeak;1 MeV

� ��1=3
�
5=9
2:5 ; ð21Þ

and the Compton y-parameter (eq. [17]) becomes

y ¼ 4�� ¼ 5:5f 8=9L
14=15
52 ��0:3

B;�0:5�
�40=9
2:5 �t�1

�4 "obpeak;1 MeV

� ��1=3
:

ð22Þ

Using the values obtained for �t (eq. [9]) and � (eq. [21]) in
equation (19), we obtain

ey ¼ "peak
h�t�

¼ 135f �1=18L
�8=15
52 ��0:15

B;�0:5 "obpeak;1 MeV

� �4=3
�
16=9
2:5 �t�4:

ð23Þ

The very weak dependence of the right-hand side on f allows
us to eliminate it. Taking f 1=18 � 1, one can take the log of
both sides and use equation (22) to express f,

f � 0:55L
�21=20
52 �

27=80
B;�0:5�

5
2:5�t

9=8
�4 "obpeak;1 MeV

� �3=8
: ð24Þ

Equation (20) then gives

"obpeak ¼ 200(1þ z)�1L
2=15
52 �

�9=10
B;�0:5�t

�1=3
�4 �

8=3
0:5 MeV: ð25Þ

Since �B already assumes its maximum value, the only way
to meet the observed peak flux "obpeak � 1 MeV in this scenario
is by assuming a significantly lower value of total luminos-
ity or longer variability time �t, both inconsistent with the
parameter space region for high compactness, as well as with
the observations. Note that the observed peak would be ob-
tained at an energy somewhat lower than that given by equa-
tion (25) because of pair production, which leads to a cutoff at
�mec

2 ¼ 150�2:5 MeV.
The above analysis shows that in the ‘‘slow heating sce-

nario’’ the flux cannot peak below a few hundred MeV. This
general result is not changed by the adiabatic expansion,
during which the optical depth decreases according to �(t) ¼
�0½�R=(�Rþ vt)�2, where �0 is the optical depth before the
expansion and v � c=

ffiffiffi
3

p
is the expansion velocity. The total

number of scatterings increases during the adiabatic expan-
sion by a factor of (1þ

ffiffiffi
3

p
) � 3 compared to the number of

scatterings at the dynamical time. This factor enters equations
(20) and (24) with nearly the same power (1 in eq. [20], 9/8 in
eq. [24]), leaving the final conclusion unchanged.

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Within the fireball model framework, synchrotron emission
peaking at �1 MeV may be obtained with small compact-
ness, l 0 � 1, only for very short variability time,�t � 10�4:5 s,
and large �, � � 103 (see eqs. [12] and [11], in x 2.2). For
the longer variability time commonly assumed in modeling
GRBs, �t �1 to 10 ms (e.g., Piran 2000; Mészáros 2002;
Waxman 2003), l 0 � 102–103 is obtained for the parameter
range in which synchrotron emission peaks at �1 MeV (for
smaller compactness, spectra peak at lower, X-ray, energy).
This result has two main consequences. First, observed GRB
spectra are expected to be significantly modified by the pres-
ence of pairs. Second, peak energy 31 MeV cannot be
obtained for L � 1052 ergs s�1, since it would imply that l 0 3
103 (see eqs. [12], [16], and [15]), in which case most of
the radiation will not escape because of large optical depth
to Thomson scattering by pairs. These conclusions are con-
sistent with the conclusions of Guetta et al. (2001) and may
provide an explanation for the lack of bursts with peak energy
31 MeV.

It should be noted at this point that GRB observations do
not allow, in most cases, the identification of variability on a

Fig. 14.—Time-averaged flux for the quasi-thermal Comptonization sce-
nario. Fireball model parameters assumed are L ¼ 1052 ergs s�1, � ¼ 300,
�e ¼ �B ¼ 0:33, and �t ¼ 10�3 s (dashed line) or �t ¼ 10�4 s (solid line).
[See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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�1 ms timescale. Rapid variability, on a �1 ms timescale, has
been observed in some bursts (Bhat et al. 1992; Fishman et al.
1994), and most bursts show variability on the shortest re-
solved timescale, �10 ms (Woods & Loeb 1995; Walker et al.
2000). It should be kept in mind, however, that variability on
much shorter timescales would not have been possible to re-
solve experimentally and therefore cannot be ruled out.

We have demonstrated in x 2.2 that for l 0 in the range of
102–103 the characteristics of emitted radiation are determined
mainly by l 0, with weak dependence on the values of other
parameters (see, e.g., eq. [15]). The peak of the specific lu-
minosity is expected to be close to �1 MeV, �1 L52=�t;�3

� �
1=5

l 0=100ð Þ�1
MeV (eq. [15]), and the spectrum is expected

to differ significantly from an optically thin synchrotron
spectrum.

These conclusions are consistent with the results of our
detailed numerical calculations. We have presented numerical
results of calculations of prompt GRB spectra within the
fireball model framework, using a time-dependent numerical
code that describes cyclo-synchrotron emission and absorp-
tion, inverse and direct Compton scattering, and e� pair
production and annihilation. We have shown that the spectral
shape depends mainly on the compactness parameter, which is
most sensitive to the fireball Lorentz factor �, l 0 / ��5. For
large compactness (small �), l 0 > 100, the spectra peak at
�1 MeV, show steep slopes at lower energy, "2dN=d" / "�

with 0:5 < � < 1, and show a sharp cutoff at �10 MeV (see
Fig. 8). The spectra depend only weakly in this regime on the
power-law index p of accelerated electrons and on the mag-
netic field energy fraction �B (see Fig. 11). For small-to-
moderate compactness (large �), l 0P10, spectra extend to
k10 GeV (see Figs. 4 and 12). The spectrum at lower energy
depends only weakly on p (see Fig. 6), but strongly on �B
(see Fig. 7). For a magnetic field close to equipartition,
spectra peak at �0.1 MeV for l 0 � 10 and extend to higher
energy with spectral index � ¼ 100�0:5.

Since moderate-to-large compactness is required for a
synchrotron peak at �1 MeV, the effects of pair-production
and direct Compton and IC scattering by pairs are predicted to
be large for observed GRBs. In this case, simple analytic
approximations of synchrotron self-Compton emission do not
provide an accurate description of the emergent spectra. In
particular, Compton scattering by the pairs, which are accu-
mulated at intermediate energy � � "=mec

2 � 0:1 (see Fig. 9),
results in a steep slope, 0:5 � � � 1, in the 1 keV–1 MeV
band. A still steeper slope, � � 3, is obtained at lower en-
ergies, below the self-absorption frequency determined by
the quasi-thermal pair distribution, "obssa � 100:5�0:5 keV (see
eq. [10]). These steep slopes may account for the steep slopes

observed at early times in some GRBs (see Frontera et al.
2000; Preece et al. 2002; Ghirlanda et al. 2003).
The spectra presented in this paper (x 4) describe the

emission resulting from a single collision within the expand-
ing fireball wind, for various choices of model parameters
(e.g., L, �t, �). Observed spectra are expected to be combi-
nations of spectra produced by many single-shell collisions,
each characterized by different parameters. This is due to the
fact that at any given time a distant observer is expected to
receive radiation from many collisions taking place at various
locations within the wind. Moreover, observed spectra are
inferred from measurements in which the signal is integrated
over time intervals longer than that expected for the duration
of a single collision. A detailed comparison with observations
requires a detailed model describing the distribution of single-
shell collision parameters within the fireball wind (see, e.g.,
Daigne & Mochkovitch 1998; Panaitescu et al. 1999; Guetta
et al. 2001). The construction and investigation of such
models are beyond the scope of this manuscript.
We have shown (x 5, Fig. 14) that the quasi-thermal

Comptonization scenario (e.g., Ghisellini & Celotti 1999), in
which kinetic energy dissipated in shocks is continuously
distributed roughly equally among all electrons, leads to high
peak energy,k30 MeV. This scenario may not account, there-
fore, for observed GRB spectra.
Clearly, the most stringent constraints on l 0, and hence on �,

will be provided by measurements of the spectra at high en-
ergy k0.1 GeV. The fluxes predicted by the model are de-
tectable by GLAST.2 For large compactness, where emission is
strongly suppressed above 0.1 GeV, the model predicts a steep
spectrum at low energy, which is weakly dependent on other
model parameters (Fig. 11). For small compactness, where
strong emission is expected above 10 MeV, the low-energy
spectrum depends mainly on �B (Fig. 7). Comparison of the
flux at �1 GeV and �100 keV (available, e.g., with Swift3)
may therefore allow the determination of the fireball magnetic
field strength. Stringent constraints on p, the spectral index of
the energy distribution of accelerated electrons, will be diffi-
cult to obtain, because of the weak dependence of spectra on
this parameter.
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